The First Wisconsin Chapter of Muskies Inc. will have a random drawing of a replica
by LAX Taxidermy for the 2021 year! Below are the guidelines that we will follow.
Please contact me if you have any questions.
MOFC chairman Paul Gottwald pjgecwi@gmail.com or call/text 715-271-6652

MOFC Replica Mount by LAX Taxidermy for the 2021 Season
Members of First Wisconsin Chapter that enter a muskie 40”+ in the chapter’s
MOFC for the season, will be entered for the random drawing of a replica mount
by LAX to be provided by the chapter.
The goals of this drawing are to encourage members to enter fish in the Lunge
Log and to entice more people to join the First Wisconsin Chapter of Muskies Inc.
A member will have up to 3 fish 40”+ (that are registered in the chapter’s current
season MOFC). Each fish 40”- to less than 50” get one chance. Fish 50”+ will get 2
chances.
The drawing winner can have a replica mount of any fish they have entered during
the current season. Or a previous “Mount Worthy” muskie (Ex: Personal Best,
Tiger, sentimental muskie) that they have registered on the Lunge Log. The
chapter will pay for the cost of the winner’s longest fish of the current season,
with the winner paying the extra cost to the chapter for the longer fish. If the
chosen fish is shorter, that will be the chapter’s cost. Multiple pictures of the
muskie at different angles are recommended to create an accurate reproduction.
The drawing of the winning name will be conducted at the Awards Banquet. If the
banquet is postponed, at the February Board meeting. Two different names will be
drawn, the Winner and the Alternate. The winner will be announced. The alternate
name will not be announced but sealed in an envelope and opened by the board if
necessary. The winner will have 5 business days after notification to decide if they
accept or decline. If the winner declines, the alternate will be notified and given
the same choice. The replica mount will be ordered immediately by the board.

A person can only win once every 5 years (Ex.- the person who wins in 2021, will
be eligible again in 2026). No transferring of the mount by the winner.
If the angler chosen declines the mount, they will not be subject to the 5 yr.
ineligibility period. The chapter will not award a replica mount for the season and
the budgeted money will go toward the next season’s award budget.
The chapter award is for a single side replica mount. The winner will be
responsible for any “additions”. https://www.laxreproductions.com/pricingordering
The contest will rely on honest reporting by the members. The chapter board of
directors will decide any conflicts or questions.
Winner must agree to the use of their name and likeness in publicity and pictures
by the chapter.

